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The early home of the
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T h e Will of God
Alfred S. Rotz

Building on the Shore
On the seashore little children
Build their houses out of sand;
File them up so high and careful,
Make them like a villa grand;
Sculpture them with doors and windows,
Carve the chimneys high and wide;
Then when Father comes to take them
Leave their labor for the tide.
On the shores of time are huilded
Many mansions by the great,
All their life they spend in shaping
Things that fit their earthly state:
House and lands and bonds and money,
Name and fame and wealth galore;
Then when Father comes to take them
These they leave forevermore.
On eternal shores are mansions
Builded by the Saviour Christ;
Fashioned for the pure and faithful,
For the ones His love enticed;
Formed into a hut or palace,
Sized to fit their faith and love;
And there's no one who can take them
From their heavenly home above.
—Rev. Joseph Britan.
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ICOMMENTSandiTEMS of INTEREST
THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK
Here and there are inklings showing a
revival in business, but generally speaking
the public as yet has not felt the effect of
any pick up. The steel industry seems to have
a better outlook, and prices are advancing.
Grain prices have advanced, and there was a
rise in payrolls for the month of April.
Public construction is practically at a stand
still, but residential building shows a slight
gain. Statesmen are still trying to figure
out ways and means by which business can
be stabilized, and its disease, of long standing, cured. It is very evident to conservative minds that until the banking situation
is really settled to the satisfaction of the
small depositor that there will be little hope
for permanent recovery.
THE JEWISH SITUATION
The Jewish situation in Germany is still
very grave. One of Hitler's aides has
recently passed a ruling that Jews cannot
inherit land. In various ways the opposition
to the Jewish race has increased since Hitler has come into power. Many books of
Jewish origin have been burned; and all
Jews holding judicial offices, or chairs in
universities, have been discharged.

TROTSKY OFFERS TO HELP RUSSIA
Reports indicative of Leon Trotsky's return to Russia are being read with interest.
He was exiled a few years ago from this
unfortunate country who now finds herself
in a lot of trouble. The conditions in Russia are simply deplorable. Trotsky offers
to help them find a way out of their troubles.
His intentions may be very good, but we
doubt if Russia will ever find a way out until she finds God.
Japan and China are still at war with
gains to Japan. With a war in Asia; and
Europe sitting on the lid of a volcano; and
all the world more or less effected by the
depression; things do not look very bright
for the coming months. A disarmament and
economic conference is soon to be held in
Europe, but unless the nations are willing
to lay aside their greed and selfishness, little will be accomplished and civilization,
with all its boasted advancement, will continue toward the rocks.
Paraguay and Bolivia have finally declared war, apparently fighting over Chaco,
a small strip of country that is considered
hardly worth fighting for. Thirteen nations
have so far agreed to place an arms embargoe on Chaco foes.
New Zealand, who was hailed for a number of years as the world's Eutopia, has
been going through a depression so serious
, that people in America can scarcely realize
how bad it really is. Reports from there
now indicate that about 10,000 idle heads
of families will be placed upon farms of
their own which have been taken over by
the government with a board to administer
the new scheme. Some of the rich and

larger land owners have had to divide up
their lands to make room for the "small
farms movement."
ROOSEVELT TO WARN HITLER
President Roosevelt is getting- ready to
send a frank note of warning to Germany
against Hitler's plans for an army on a
large scale. Germany took the privilege of
defaulting on its reparations debt and practically signed a pauper's confession, but
apparently she still has money to continue
the building of battle ships and to increase
her armaments.
The Anti-Saloon League of America was
founded at Oberlin, Ohio, on May 4, 1893,
its announced purpose being "to unite the
churches against the liquor traffic." It is
proposed to make the 40th anniversary of
its organization an appropriate occasion to
turn the light of truth on present-day wet
propaganda and methods, with an especial
movement to strengthen the support in favor of retaining the Eighteenth Amendment.
Workmen clearing debris from the bell
tower of Ballybeg Abbey in County Cork,
Ireland, recently discovered a metallic seal
used during the pontificate of Pope Innocent LV. (1243-1254). On one side it bears
a representation to St. Peter and St. Paul
and on the other the image of Pope Innocent LV. Another group of workmen at
Cardonagh, Ireland, recently uncovered a
fine iron casting of Leonardo da Vinci's famous painting, "The Last Supper." The
casting, measuring 24 by 20 inches, was hidden beneath the plaster on the wall of an
old house.—Christian Herald.

the use of this in dental work has been the
fact that it could not be soldered. A Belgian inventor has now perfected a method of
electric spot welding which will permit
chromium steel to be used in plates, bridges,
braces, and all other dental work except the
filling of cavities.—Pathfinder.

TWO MILLION DOLLAR SHACK
Death Valley, Gal., the hottest and lowest place in the United States, is the site
of one of America's most elaborate residences. Walter Scott, known as Death Valley Scotty, has erected a $2,000,000 mansion
100 miles from the nearest railroad. The
shack, as he calls it, is insulated against 130
degrees of heat, is honeycombed with secret
passages, and boasts a $50,000 pipe organ.
Another feature is an elaborate underground swimming pool where spectators can
view, through a glass panel, swimmers
under water.—Pathfinder.
A spirit pure, simple, and constant, is not
like Martha, "distracted and troubled with
the multiplicity of its employments," however great, because, being inwardly at rest,
it seeketh not its own glory in what it does,
but doth "all to the glory of God;" for
there is no other cause of perplexity and
disquiet, but an unsubdued will and unmortified affections. A holy and spiritual mind,
by reducing them to the standard and rule
of his own mind, becomes the master of all
his outward acts; he does not suffer himself to be led by them to the indulgence of
inordinate affections that terminate in self,
but subjects them to the unalterable judgment of an illuminated and sanctified spirit.
—Kempis.
One blow will sometimes take the life of
the body; but to mortify sin we must be always striking, because sin is always struggling.—Chapman.

GIANT METEOR LIGHTS WEST

Editorial

The most spectacular meteor reported in
the United States in many years recently illuminated five states and either disintegrated just before reaching the earth or fell in
some deserted locality. Persons in The
Oklahoma Panhandle, north Texas and New
Mexico, and southern Kansas and Colorado
all expressed belief that the meteor, or
fragments of it, struck in their vicinity.
A farmer at Stratford, Texas, found a
four-pound mass of metal at the edge of a
wheat field, which he believes to be one of
the fragments. Although cool at the time
of discovery, vegetation about the object had
been burned. The rumble of the meteor as
it sped through the air was so great that it
rattled doors and windows, while persons in
Oklahoma report that the earth trembled for
several seconds.
Two air mail pilots flying 300 miles apart
found themselves uncomfortably close to the
fiery mass, but were treated with grandstand seats to the spectacle, which was visible for many minutes.—Pathfinder.

(Continued from page 163)

WELDED STEEL TEETH
Chewing should become cheaper, now that
false teeth of welded steel can take the
place of gold and platinum. Chromium steel,
which is rustless, is the only kind suitable
inside the mouth. The main drawback to
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Things of this kind no doubt marked the
closing days of the antediluvian age. Human life became very cheap and men went
to any length to satisfy their pleasures and
sensual gratifications. Without doubt we
are living in the closing days of the present
age. The only hope for the preservation of
the spiritual life of God's people lies in
redoubled efforts to seek and to save the
lost before Jesus comes to remove His people from this earthly scene to His home in
glory.
According to the Scripture the mystery
of iniquity and lawlessness will continue to
work until the utter collapse of civilization
will follow and an unparalleled tribulation
sweep over the world.
Truly we need to beware as Peter says
in II Peter 3:11-18: "Seeing . . these things
. . . . what manner of persons ought ye to
be . . . . ? Seeing that ye look for such
things, be diligent
Seeing ye know
these things . . . beware lest ye
fall
from your own stedfastness."

M a y 22, 1933
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Long Looked for Revival
The revival, for which we have been
praying, has as yet not made its appearance
in the way which many of us would like
to see, but that there are indications of a
revival going on, it is quite evident. W e
have always believed that a genuine revival
would begin largely among the common
people. It is true that some great religious
movements have had among their adherents men and women who were outstanding for their intellectuality, or wealth, or
position, just as Jesus had his sympathizers
in Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathxa, and
Saul, the graduate from the University of
Tarsus; but the great mass of his followers
were found among the common people.
In Wesley's day, of course, there were
a few Lady Huntingtons; and here and
there a voice was raised in defense of the
gospel in places of power and authority;
but almost as a whole the movement won
its conquests among the middle class and
poor. It is so to-day. Judging from things
happening in our own community and news
that filters through from other sections of
the country, we believe that God is working and that the Holy Spirit here and there
is bringing a revival of faith and salvation
to the hearts of many.
A genuine revival is always marked with
earnest praying and glad testimony. Much
has been written in recent years on the
philosophy of prayer, but men have not
been helped much by the reading of books
on prayer. A few, such as Andrew Murray's "With Christ in the School of Prayer" and several books by S. D. Gordon,
also those by E. M. Bounds, have been
helpful. There is nothing that will teach
a soul to pray so much as the earnest
groanings which are inwrought by a passion and burden which the Holy Spirit
alone can give to those who are honestly
and earnestly seeking a revival.
A genuine revival is also always accompanied by definite doctrinal preaching.
That does not necessarily mean that a doctrinal controversy should be started; but
the truth concerning repentance, justification by faitht sanctification by faith, and the
baptism of the Holy Spirit, are clearly stated, earnestly sought for, and gloriously obtained. Wherever a revival is prayed down
and permitted to run its course in the
church without obstruction from carnal
preachers and laymen, the products of that
revival will be worth while.
Dry forms of religion will be broken up,
and a sweet, fervent unction will be noticeable in the testimony of those who are
reqlly revived. The Gospel plow of a genuine revival plows deep, here and there sins
which have never been unearthed will be
confessed. The church life will take on
a new impetus, home life will be purified,
and conscience will have a new enthronement.

Before such a revival can come there
must be a deep intensity in prayer. The
work of the church of the early age was
one of intensity. It was a conquering, militant church. It was a church that prayed
in the spirit of intercession. Earnest, importune, prevailing prayer is necessary for
a great, spiritual awakening in any age. As
men and women, who name the name of
Christ, receive this burden of prayer and
intercession the fountain of their motives
will be cleansed. All social and commercial standards will be lifted. Modesty in
action and dress will speak with a voice
louder than the customs of the day.
The ways of Zion will become pleasant
ways, and the world will be glad to weep
at the altars of the church. God's people
will indeed be called a holy people. "Is
such a revival in our day possible?" is the
question asked by many. W e truly believe
it is.
The world is groaning under
the burden of a financial depression, the
groans of which many declare (perhaps
prophetically) will bring forth lasting results for business betterment, etc. Of this
we are not sure, but we can predict in the
most emphatic way we know how that the
groans of God's people who labor under a
burden for souls will surely produce results.
Whenever the spiritual depression of
your community, or your church, has so
alarmed you as an individual that it sends
you to your knees with a prayer and with
groanings which cannot be uttered, you
may rest assured that God wishes to send a
revival to your church, or community. It
may take time; and you may feel yourself
a very weak instrument to be used in this
capacity; but never worry about results,
just be willing to do the praying and the
groaning. Leave the results with God. He
will take care of them in His own good time
and way.

Lawlessness
"The mystery of iniquity doth already
work." II Thess. 2:7. The apostle here is
referring to the apostasy of the professing
church at the end of the age; and is writing about the rise and manifestation of the
personality whom he calls "the man of sin";
"the son of perdition"; "that wicked one";
or as one translation puts it, "the lawless
one."
W e are living in an age when it truly
can be said that lawlessness does work like
leaven which is put into meal. It is rapidly fermenting in the national life of almost
every country in the world. Many people
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have been so long without employment.
They have stood on the street corners, and
have lived off of the dole, with their children growing up about them, improperly
clothed and undernourished^ until they have
come to a point where they are ready to
throw off all restraint and to follow any
leader who gives them some sort of a promise of deliverance from present hardships.
In nearly every class we find such as those
described above. The farmers in the central
western states recently gave just a little intimation of what might occur at any moment under the right influence. W h e n the
leaven of lawlessness really begins its
work in the lives of men all law and order
is seemingly forgotten.

-
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W h e n the spirit of the Antichrist, which
utterly disregards the living and true God
and exalts and magnifies self, becomes apparent in the lives of men, they at once become absolutely and utterly lawless. They
feel that their own mind and purposes are
supreme. These things are all paving the
way for the "beast" or "lawless one" to
arise; and when he does we truly believe
that none shall be able to buy or sell without his mark. The mystery of this iniquity
was already working in Paul's day. Satan's
great effort to counterfeit the work of God;
and to run opposition to the spiritual work
of regeneration and submission to God, has
run side by side with the operation of God
in seeking the redemption of the human
family. Satan has always been busy and
he has tried in every manner possible to
thwart the purposes of God.
Therefore the spirit of lawlessness has
secretly and mysteriously worked down
through the centuries. It is now no longer
a secret, but is manifesting itself actively
and energetically. It is that principle of
evil or lawlessness, which is being intensified as the age is rapidly drawing to a close,
that is paving the way for the manifestation
of the Antichrist.
The gangster rule, the racketeer, t h e
trade unions, with their attendant evils, are
all indicative of this spirit of lawlessness.
With all our boasted civilization, the government has not shown itself competent to
deal with the crime question: and modern
science with its many inventions—many of
which have been used for the benefit of
mankind and many of which have also been
turned to forces of destruction, the machinery by which banditry and lawlessness
have been able to accomplish their ends—
all these have continued to carry on their
activities almost unchecked.
The city of N e w York, which recently
through its Tamany influence, practically
declared that it did not want an honest
man as mayor of the city, gives strong evidence of the condition of lawlessness which
really exists. The common people find
themselves practically helpless and hopeless to remedy this condition.
(Continued on page 162)
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The Power of His Coming
By Enos H. Hess
of us have observed the power
M OofS Ta locomotive
as it travels along on
the track of its roadbed and often pulling
as many as a hundred cars. W e marvel at
the power of the lightning bolt as its tears
a tree to pieces. The same power, under
control, runs the motor that puts into operation the vast machinery of a great factory.
In the political world a great demonstration is occasioned by the coming of a noted
personage, as, for instance, when Colonel
Lindbergh returned from France after his
first successful air flight across the ocean.
Socially, the coming of the bridegroom for
the nuptial celebration is looked forward to
with keen interest and pleasant anticipation
by the bride. In like manner is the Church,
the Bride of Christ, looking forward to the
coming of the Bridegroom for "Behold, He
cometh with clouds and every eye shall see
him, and they also which pierced Him, and
all kindreds of the earth shall wail because
of Him. For the Lord Himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout, with the
voice of the archangel and with the trump
of God: and the dead in Christ shall, rise .
first: then we which are alive and remain
shall be caught up together with them in
the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and
so shall we ever be with the Lord."
The book of Revelation treats of His
coming and while many of the figures used
may be hard to understand, there are three
things for us to keep in mind: First, that
Christ is coming again in power and glory:
Second, that we do not know when He is
coming; Third, that it behooves us to be
ready at all times for His coming.
The power to resurrect a dead person is
beyond our known laws of science; it is
distinctly supernatural, and to raise the millions of dead at Christ's coming in a moment of time is marvelous. For the living
to be caught up to meet the Lord in the
clouds of the air is also contrary to the
law of gravitation. But since we are to be
in the heavenly, spiritual realm, may we
not infer that that which is corporeal will
be left on the earth? The corruptible is
changed to the incorruptible and the natural is changed to the spiritual.
The power of earthquakes in the destruction of cities and living beings and
rending of mountains is incalculable, but
when a somewhat similar condition obtains at Christ's second coming simultaneously all over the earth, in that the graves
will be opened and there will be a coming
forth of those that had died prior to the occasion, our finite minds are incapable of
comprehending the vastness of God's manifested power. This power was manifested
in a small measure at Christ's death.
Some would have it that the voice of the
archangel, at the behest of the Bridegroom
from his Bride, will only be heard by the

Bride that is in readiness for His coming,
and only through the realized absence of
the departed ones will the importance of
the event be realized by those that remain
upon the earth.
In either event, the
power necessary for the resurrection of the
dead and translation of the saints will be a
wonder of wonders.
W e walk at the rate of four miles per
hour, or drive in our auto at the rate of
thirty to sixty miles per hour. The earth
whirls on its axis daily, at the equatorial
circumference, at the rate of 1044 miles per
hour. In its annual orbital path around the
sun it is traveling at the rate of 68,400 miles
per hour, and yet we who live upon the
earth do not realize the truth of these astronomical facts physically.
Light travels at the rate of 186,600 miles
per second, or seven and a half times
around the earth between two ticks of the
old grandfather's clock. The sun is 92,400,000 miles from the earth, hence it takes
light eight minutes and seven seconds to
reach the earth. Many of the stars are so
,.J:ar distant from us that it takes hundreds
of light years for the light from them to
reach us. The leading star of Pleiades,
(Job 9:9; 38:31) Alcyone, is said to be
more than seven light years from the earth.
Astronomers claim that it is the center of
all the planetary systems, and while the
sun is the center of our planetary system, it
is under the power of the still greater star
or sun Alcyone. It is also claimed that
Heaven where God dwells is on Alcyone.
If this be true and it takes light more than
seven years to reach the earth from Alcyone, traveling at the rate of 186,600 miles
per second, how long do you suppose it
will take the resurrected and translated
saints to reach Heaven after leaving the
earth? I Cor. 15:52 states that the change
from the corporeal to the spiritual state occurs in a moment, in the twinkling of an
eye, and how long is that?
W e are to be forever with the Lord in
the air, or the heavenlies (I Thess. 4:17.)
The Lord will certainly want to take His
bride into the presence of His Father, and
would we imagine that he will be seven
years in going there? Yet, if what astronomers tell us is true and Heaven is a place
as well as a condition (Rom. 14:17) and
the assumption as to the location of Heaven
is correct, then in our spiritual translated
state it is altogether likely and probable
that we will be able to travel faster even
than light travels. Glory to God in the
highest! W e stop short of getting a faint
glimpse of what shall be revealed to the
children of God at Christ's coming.
Thus it behooves us to make our calling
and election sure, that the glories and treasures of His Heavenly Kingdom will be ours
to enjoy when He comes. Amen.

.
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"In Cold and Nakedness"
By P. R.

Bakeman

S U P P O S E there is scarcely any place
1 that
feels colder than a Chinese house,
mud-walled and mud-floored, damp, drafty,
fireless and sunless on a bleak November
afternoon. I remember even now, although
fifteen years have passed, how I shivered
within my double heavy clothes and lined
coat.
The young Chinese preacher, tall and
rugged, with a Lincolnesque face, had already nearly completed his examination
for ordination to the ministry of Jesus
Christ. After a pause one of the senior
pastors in a quiet voice addressed the candidate.
"Nyi Lien Sen," he said, "is it any selfish motive or hope of personal gain that
has led you into the ministry?"
The gleaming eyes of the candidate
closed for a moment as if unconscious of
the company awaiting his answer. Then
they flashed open, and he bent down and
grasped the hem of his long garment in
both hands. He lifted it up, displaying his
thin shivering legs.
"Pastor Tsoh," he said simply but with
a quavering voice, "I wear only this unlined garment."
The eloquence of his gesture pierced
every heart. Hardly an eye in the chapl
was dry. They knew what it meant. It
was given to him "in behalf of Christ not
only to believe on him, but also to suffer
for his sake."
W h a t wonder that such a gentle and
sacrificial spirit was blessed in a rare ministry of love and service as the pioneer of
our district pastors until too early the frail
body gave way and the ardent spirit passed
into its own place!—"Missions."
The Modernist does not stand by the
colors of his cult when they are under fire
—he repudiates a n d volubly forswears
them; but his desertion of them is only
seeming. As soon as there ceases to be any
danger of his suffering loss, he rallies back
to them, as much bent as ever on making
them wave in increasing triumph. There
probably never lived any more constant
practicer of the familiar philosophy of the
craven: "He who fights and runs away,
may live to fight another day."—Meek.

"Eternal Security"
Beginning with the next number of this
paper, there will appear on this page extracts from a pamphlet with the above title,
compiled by Elder T. A. Long.
This
pamphlet is now being printed and will be
available soon. Hope to be able to give
more detail in the next issue of the paper.
W a t c h this page for information.
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Songs of Zion
By C. R.
"Sing us one of (he songs of Zion
Psalms 137:3
C E N T L Y Seth Parker asked his
R Eradio
listeners to send him a list of
their ten favorite songs and hymns. From
the more than forty thousand replies, the
list compiled showed the choice of favorite
songs and hymns as follows:
1. "The Old Rugged Cross"
2. "Nearer, My God to Thee"
3. "Abide With Me"
4. • "Lead Kindly Light"
5. "Rock of Ages"
6. "Jesus Lover of My Soul"
7. "In The Garden" '

8.
I).
lft.

"Onward Christian Soldiers"
"Church In the Wildwood"
" L e t t h e L o w e r L i g h t s Be B u r n i n g "

Stump
definitely, calling attention to the great living classics of song.
. Suffice it to say, there could not have
been such songs as "The Old Rugged
Cross" without a deep experience. Most
of the immortal songs were born in the
hour of griefj or of deep spiritual travail.
Recently it has been our privilege to attend a conference when the presiding
bishop took time to line the songs. One of
the old songs he read was for many
years in the Hymnal, but few were familiar with it. The bishop lined each
verse or stanza, and the leader sang the
first two lines, the congregation singing the
last two lines of each stanza. The congregation was charged with a spirit of worship seldom experienced in song. T h e
writer has since read and reread the song
with new emotions and profit. He would
humbly present it to the readers of the
Visitor for their meditation.

The Jewish captives sat by the rivers of
Babylon and wept as they remembered
their beloved Zion, their birth place. Their
hearts were crushed and bleeding, longing
for home and for the sanctuary of their
youth. The poetic incite of the Psalmist
has given us a vivid picture of the story of
Art Thou weary, a r t thou languid,
their deep suffering and longings, as they
Art thou sore distressed?
"
'Come to me', saith One, 'and coming,
sought comfort from Jehovah.
I will give you rest.' '*"
The literature of the past is rich with
Hath he marks to lead •*»£ to .him,
If he be mjfy guide?
^"">
songs of the children of men. The Bible is
"In his feet and hands are wound-prints,
replete with the world's greatest songs: the
> And his side".
songs of Miriam, of Moses, of Deborah, of
Is there diadem, as monarch,
That his brow adorns?
.King David, of Mary, and Elizabeth, tes"Yes, a crown, in very surety,
tify to the joyous expression of the heart,
But of thorns."
and to the wonderful dealings of God with
If I find him, if I follow,
What his guerdon here?
his people.
"Many a sorrow, many a labor,
W e need only to search the history of
Many a tear."
the many great and living.hymns to find
If I still hold closely to him.
What hath he at last?
their ,authors were inspired by deep and
"Sorrow vanquished, labor ended,
living emotions from out the depth of huJordan passed."
man experiences.
W e wourd find it
If I ask him to receive me,
Will he say me nay?
hard indeed to express our eternal hope
"Not till earth and not till heaven
and faith, our joys and our sorrows, our
Pass away."
yearning for deliverance from the things
Finding, following, keeping, struggling,
Is he sure to bless?
"that weary us in life, without the many
"Saints, apostles, prophets, martyrs,
great songs that have been born, in the
Answer, yes."
—John M. Neale.
hour of deep and vital experience.
How easy it is for us to draw from the
The Will of God
deep recesses of human experiences the
elements that are akin to our own inner
By Alfred S. Rotz
\
thoughts! How often have we been lifted out of the slough of depression by
O D is merciful and kind. His will
singing or humming a familiar tune! How
towards the human family is always
often have we been borne into the very for their highest good. T o conform our
presence of God on the wings of song!
will to God's will is the highest wisdom.
The late ex-president Coolidge held as T o rebel against God is not only extreme
his favorite song, "O Love, That W i l t N o t folly, but it brings upon the soul nothing
Let Me Go", the spirit of which is worthy but utter failure and disaster. It is absoof daily meditation. W h o would not in- lutely sin and the wages of sin is death.
clude in his list "Jesus Lover of M y Soul", There is nothing so conducive to pleasin which the fury of the storm is depict- ure and happiness in this life and in the
ed? . The world has been greatly blest world to come as perfect harmony with
by the many hundreds of songs of Charles the will of God. It brings about salvation
Wesley. Perhaps none of the many sweet from sin, and fellowship with God and
singers in recent years, have brought us so Christian fellowship one with another. It
many beautiful songs as the late Fanny saves us from the degradation of sin here
Crosby. The story of Jesus lives in every below and from the wrath to come. In the
one of her songs. So we might go on in- center of God's will there is rest and con-
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tentment notwithstanding troubles may assail and the storms of life may beat upon
us.
The consciousness of being right with
God drives away the gloom in times of
sorrow. It drives away tormenting fears
and soothes the troubled breast. T o know
God's will is a treasure that far exceeds all
the wealth of this world and in the observing of His will we have all heaven on our
side and nothing can harm us.
God's will is a banquet of love and in
the doing of it we have food for our hungry
souls and pure sparkling water to quench
our thirst in a dry and barren land of woe.
The will of God is a fingerboard that
guides us out of this world of sorrow to
the land of endless bliss. It is a bright
light shining down from heaven penetrating the darkness of this sinful world, touching the hearts of poor lost sinners and directing them to the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world.
Oh, sweet is the will of God. It is always the best way. Man left to himself
would utterly perish. It is the height of
folly to seek our own will. Without God's
guiding hand we are like sheep without a
shepherd. T o follow in the path of duty
though it may lead sometimes through
dark valleys and sore trials, yields a harvest of peace and joy and the sweet consciousness of God's approval. The will
of God does not promise flowery beds of
ease in this world, but it does promise sufficient grace for all our needs and the glory
of triumphant victory over sin and in the
end aig. eternal haven of rest where the
wicked cease from troubling and the weary
are at rest.
Outside of the will of God there is no
peace. The fearful and the disobedient are
never at rest. They are like the troubled
sea when it canndt rest whose waters cast
up mire and dirt. There is a fearful anticipation of judgment and firing indignation
and of the wrath of God on all who oppose
themselves for the love and justice of God.
There is a way that seemeth right to man,
but the end thereof is distraction. T o the
obedient the will of God is sweeter than
honey and the honeycomb.
If, men everywhere would obey the will
of God, wars would cease and there would
be an end of all strife and this world
would become an Eden like to that above.
Thank God we have the promise that the
time is coming when the kingdoms of this
world shall become the kingdoms of our
Lord; when all from the least to the greatest shall know the Lord, and to us who are
saved this kingdom of peace has already
begun in our souls and shall continue
throughout all ages.
Help stem the widening tide of impurity
by consistency ingress and behavior.—Sel.
It is not sin to be tempted, but it is sin
to yield to temptation.—Sel.
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dig to the bottom of every problem. Or
shall I put it this way? They must dig to
the bottom of every problem IF they are
going to arrive at a " K N O W S O " soluBy Ernest M. Frey
tion.
two. Meanwhile another group would be
It would be impossible to completely
Part II
studying the G E O G R A P H Y of the Afri- catalogue all of these problems. Some of
AST spring we started a project here at can field. They would draw a map of them would be: The Christian's attitude on
H J Upland that was designed to increase Africa and locate thereon our own field. war, the Christian's attitude on W o r l d
and broaden missionary interests. It seem- Then they would draw smaller maps of the peace, the Christian standard of dress, life
ed to us that one of the strongest methods two principal fields showing the location of insurance, vocational decision, the Chrisof creating missionary interest is through the various mission stations. Another group tian youth's choice of a school, the Christhe reading of missionary books. Our prob- would make a study of what is being done tian standard of choosing a life companion,
lem was two fold. First we had to obtain at each station. They would collect pic- etc., etc.
the books, and secondly we had to see to tures and all kinds of information about
M y discussion project would work someit that when we did obtain them they each station. Each station should deserve thing like this: The class would study one
would be read. W e obtained the books one Sunday on the bulletin board. Then of the problems for a period of time—say
through the project method and that another group could study particular prob- a month. Different individuals would studymethod helped to start an interest in read- lems that are peculiar to each station or different aspects, perhaps they would take
ing them that has continued. W e put it perhaps that could be combined to include different sides. The members of the class
up to the individual members of the Sun- the whole field of Africa. By the time that would have their various interpretations of
day school, through their class organiza- were done, the members of that class the problem. Perhaps the first Sunday it
tions, to donate one book each. The class- would surely have a pretty good idea about would suffice to see how many points of
es participated well. W e got together our work in Africa—and the rest of the view could be sincerely put forward by the
close to a hundred books. A central com- school would not be so far behind. It is class. Some would be contradictory and
mittee selected the books that were to be usually known in advance that a missionary those involved would be asked to find out
bought. W e obtained this nucleus of a li- is going to visit our community. It would which position should be dropped. The
brary without raiding the general fund and make a splendid project for a class to pre- teacher would think up other issues which
thereby created an interest that has caused pare a poster beforehand that would throw perhaps had not been mentioned by any
the books to be in very constant use. This light on who this missionary is and on the member of the class. The following week
co-operative method helped us in two ways. nature of his work. Information concern- ten or fifteen minutes could be devoted to
In the first place it enabled us to obtain a ing his early life, his activity with the finding out what had developed and to
missionary library in a year of depression, church, his particular work in mission serv- classifying the issues as they stand after the
and in the second place it has been a large ice, a map showing the particular place of week's revision. Perhaps the last Sunfactor in encouraging the use of it.
his activity, and pictures illustrative of this day the whole class period might be deWhile we a r e discussing missionary work could all be procured ahead of time. voted to a discussion of that problem. If
training I would like to describe another W h e n the missionary came his message such a discussion of a problem would help
missionary project. I do not know of this would fall on tilled soil.
the young people to arrive at a "know so"
being carried out anywhere in our church
In connection with the above, when a reason for their particular attitude on the
but I would like to see it done in each and particular display is very good, I should question, then that discussion has done
every Sunday school. T h e purpose of this like to see the group prepare that informa- them a thousand times more good than a
project is to acquaint the given class as tion for publication and send it in to our dry study of the lesson that happened to
well as the whole Sunday school with our Church paper. Perhaps that could be an- be assigned by the International Lesson
own mission work, its history, its person- other project. There are all kinds of ma- committee.
nel, its geography—both home and for- terial of historical importance concerning
I hope that I will not be understood to be
eign—and the peculiar problems that face our mission work that should be preservpresenting this discussion project type of
the workers at the different places. About ed in written form. W h y could not a Sunteaching as a mere example of something
all we know at present is what we remem- day school class do the work? But let me
that might be profitably done sometime. I
ber from the mission talks of those who repeat, the value of such a work, were it
never was more serious than when I say
make tours in our community. Very few of done, would not be in the work itself. The
that this type of thing never was more
us really know the work and the problems value, or I should say the greatest value
necessary than it is in our church to-day.
of the work. At most we know a little would be the teaching that would be acTrue, we do have discussions of such probA B O U T the work and sometimes it is a complished with the members of that class.
lems in our Sunday schools but it is altoI would like to mention another type of gether too superficial. It just covers the
very L I T T L E .
T h e project would be something like this. project suitable for the older children and surface. It does not get down to the funA certain class would make a bulletin particularly adaptable for use with the damental issues. The sum and substance
board for posting mission news and would young people. I shall call it a discussion of the discussion usually is a perfunctory
be responsible for keeping the news posted. project. It enables us to use pedagogical- recitation of what the church has taught
Perhaps one month, or quarter, the infor- ly that urge for asking why that is so prev- along that line but does not get down to
mation would be concerning India and dur- alent among young folks. There are many the causes. T h e young people are usually
ing another period concerning, say—Ken- problems that our young people face to- rather timid in presenting a point of view if
tucky. The class would gather all the in- day that should be aired. I once heard a it is different from that which has generalformation possible concerning these fields man comment on the fact that his was not ly been accepted by the church. Let us get
and pass it on to the Sunday school via the a "say so" or "hear so" but a " K N O W this straight: unless an individual particibulletin board. T h e work of the class S O " religious experience. W e believe in pates in a discussion and speaks his conwould go something like this. Let us say the "know so" kind of religion. I think viction from the heart, he will not accept a
that Africa is the general theme. One mem- we also believe in the "know so" principle conclusion contrary to his own. If an inber, or a group of several members would when it comes to our religious convictions, dividual harbors his own reservations in a
study the history of the mission work in religious doctrines, and general Christian discussion he is not going to be convinced
(Continued on page 168)
Africa, collect information, statistics, and principles. Our young people must know
pictures of the pioneer missionaries. This certain things for themselves. They must
information would be posted for a week or
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Our Young
Saved as Though by Fire
(A True Story)
By Rev. J. T. Larsen
(HE had been raised from a Catholic
family, yet had attended Protestant
Sunday schools in childhood. As she grew
into young womanhood she met and loved
a young man, who became her husband.
He was a Christian man and a member of
a different church, which she also joined.
Mrs. K
seemed quite well in her
youth and three children were born unto
them; two boys are still surviving, though
the daughter died in her early teens.
About middle age, Mrs. K
began to
have severe symptoms of dropsy. She
went to many different doctors, and finally
to California, but did not seem to improve
very much. It was a matter of considerable worry to her husband, both financially
and sympathetically.
About this time a young Christian man
lived in their home. He often discoursed
with Mrs. K
about her condition, and
seemed to have doubts concerning her salvation, partly because of her lack of prayer, lack of Bible study, and the belief that
worldly amusements of various sorts were
alright for a professed Christian to attend!
After some days the young man left; but
being interested in the family visited them
at various times. Still she did not seem to
improve very much.
It was late in the fall when she became
worse. She had the care of doctors,
nurses, and sometimes other Christian people; but little seemed to avail for her restoration. Some reason for all this!
Then she contracted a severe cold on
her lungs which seemed to be a touch of
pneumonia. That night she had a dream
and she tells it in her own words:
"It seemed that I was in hell itself;
everything was dark around me, and I
could smell fire and brimstone. M y husband was sitting high up on a Mountain
Peak, seemingly radiant with happiness,
and I—I was far down below, in hell itself! It seemed that I realized that I was
lost and that such a great distance separated me from my husband and from Heaven. W h e n I awoke, I was sweating all
over and seemed deeply under conviction
that I was N O T S A V E D A T ALL!
I
then called for several of the ladies of the
church, who were accompanied by a missionary lady, and they all prayed for me
and led me to Christ!"
"I am so glad that I am saved now and
that God had patience and mercy enough
with me to show me the condition that I
was in, that I might- not be lost forever! I
want to walk humbly and if I recover I
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want to live to the praise and glory of God
hereafter."
After that she began to improve and was
up and around for several months. At
times she seemed to have slight spells of
the old malady, but then she would pray
and trust God for help again.
"Is not this a brand plucked out of the
fire?" as the Lord said to Satan, concerning
Joshua (Zech. 3:1-7). " N o w Joshua was
clothed with filthy garments, and stood before the angel * * * Take away the filthy
garments from him. And unto him he said,
I have caused thine iniquity to pass from
thee, and I will clothe thee with a change
of raiment. * Thus saith the Lord of host;:
If thou wilt walk in my ways, and if thou
wilt keep my charge, then thou shalt also
judge my house, and thou shalt also keep
my courts, and I will give thee places to
walk among these that stand by."
" S A V E D , Y E T SO AS BY FIRE!" is
Paul's comment on such cases. (I Cor.
3:15). "And others save with fear, pulling
them out of the fire." (Jude 23). Let us
pull them out by love, by faith, by prayer,
by right living, by His Grace, and by the
power which Jesus Christ gives, praying in
the Holy Spirit that God Himself will
awake anyone who is self-deceived and
who needs to be awakened to their real
condition before God before it is forever
too late!—Gospel Banner.

T h i r t y Seconds T o o Late
T ^ H E Bro. Bell was always punctual.
•*• Whoever might be late at meeting, at
the funeral, or anywhere else, they all knew
that Bro. Bell would not be. It was at
first, quite annoying to his flock to go according to their old habits to a funeral, and
meet it on the way to the grave, or to go to
a wedding and find it all over. So old
Mr. Slow waited on the minister to ask
him why he "was always in such a hurry,
and so afraid of being too late." "Well,
my good friend, I will tell you; and if, after hearing me, you do not think that I am
about right in this thing, I will try to alter."
"That's surely fair," slowly said Mr. Slow,
as if afraid to commit himself.
" W h e n I was a young man, and had
been preaching only a few months, I was
invited to go to a distant mountain town
and preach to a destitute people. I went
for some weeks, and then returned home
for a few days, promising to be back the
next Sabbath. Well, I had a pleasant week
among my relatives, and was so much engaged that I hardly thought of my solemn
duties, till Saturday returned, and then my
sister and a friend of hers persuaded me to
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go out for a little while in the boat Cinder
ella, on the lake.
The day was fine. W h e n we got ashore,
I found it two o'clock, and I knew the cars
started in fifteen minutes! I left the ladies
and ran home, caught up my carpet-bag,
and ran for the depot. I saw that the cars
had arrived, I heard the bell ring. W i t h
all my strength I ran. I saw them start. I
redoubled my efforts, and got within fifteen
feet of the cars! O, for thirty seconds more!
Thirty seconds too late! N o more! The
next day was a still, fair sweet Sabbath.
M y mountain people gathering, coming
down from the glens and following the rills,
filled the house of worship. But there was
no minister; and the hungry sheep had no
;;hepherd to feed them! H e was thirty
seconds too late!
There was a poor, old, blind man who
lived four miles from the church, and very
seldom could he get to meeting. That day
he ate his breakfast early, and his little
granddaughter led him all the way down
the mountain to the church. How weary,
and sad, and disappointed he was. There
was no minister to speak to1 him. He was
thirty seconds too late!
There was a great gathering of children
to the Sabbath School. And their eyes
glistened, for their minister had promised to
preach them a "little sermon" today. But
he was not there; he was thirty seconds too
late.
There was a sick child up one of the
glens of the mountain, and she had been inquiring all the week for the minister. She
was so desirous to see him and have him
pray with her. How she hailed the Sabbath when he would be there. But no, he
was not there.
That poor blind man never came to the
church again. He was too feeble; and he
never heard another sermon. The minister
was thirty seconds too late!
That little girl was dead before I could
get back, and I could only shed tears over
her cold corpse!
On my bended knees I asked God's forgiveness, and promised Him that, if possible, I would never be thirty seconds too
late again.
And now, Mr. Slow, am I not about right
in my punctuality?"—Selected.
He only is advancing in life whose heart
is getting softer, whose blood warmer,
whose brain quicker, and whose spirit is
entering into living peace.—John Ruskin.
Among the several wonders of the loadstone, this is not the least, that it will not
draw gold nor pearl, but, despising these, it
draws the iron to it, one of the most inferior metals: thus Christ leaves the angels,
those noble spirits, the gold and the pearl,
and He comes to poor sinful man, and
draws him into His embraces.—Thomas
Watson.
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WIHGBR-SHEEK—Saturday evening, May
6, B r o . E a r l W i n g e r , s o n of B r o . a n d Sr. A n t h o n y W i n g e r a n d Sr. V i o l a S h e r k , d a u g h t e r of
B r o . a n d Sr. B e r t R a y S h e r k , b o t h of n e a r
S t e v e n s v i l l e , Ont., w e r e u n i t e d in h o l y w e d l o c k
a t t h e h o m e of t h e officiating m i n i s t e r , B i s h .
B e r t Sherk.
W E A V E R - C R O N K — O n M a r . 14 a t t h e h o m e
of t h e b r i d e ' s p a r e n t s , t h e r e o c c u r r e d t h e m a r r i a g e of L e n a F . C r o n k , d a u g h t e r of B r o . a n d
Sr. L e v i C r o n k , a n d J e s s e V . W e a v e r , s o n of
B r o . a n d Sr. H i r a m W e a v e r .
Bid. B . M.
S i d e r officiated.

W h e n matters of care trouble you, make
them matters of prayer to take to the Lord.
—Chimes.
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M I L L E R — H a r v e y M i l l e r , s o n of D a v i d a n d
S a r a h Miller, w a s b o r n i n D a r k e C o u n t y , Ohio,
A p r i l 20, 1862. H i s e a r t h l y p i l g r i m a g e c a m e t o
a c l o s e S a t u r d a y m o r n i n g , M a y 6, 1933, a t t h e
a g e of 71 y e a r s , a n d 16 d a y s .
On A p r i l 3, 1887, h e w a s u n i t e d i n m a r r i a g e
to K a t i e Hoke. To t h i s union one daughter,
Ada, w a s b o r n .
Soon a f t e r h i s m a r r i a g e , h e w a s c o n v e r t e d
a n d u n i t e d w i t h t h e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t C h u r c h .
A t t h e a g e of 28 h e w a s e l e c t e d t o t h e office of
d e a c o n , a n d a t t h e a g e of 32, w a s c a l l e d t o t h e
m i n i s t r y . H e w a s a w e l l r e a d m a n , a n d h e exe r c i s e d in t h e m i n i s t r y u n t i r i n g l y f o r a n u m b e r
of y e a r s .
M e a r l y a l l of h i s l i f e h e l i v e d i n D a r k e ,
M i a m i a n d M o n t g o m e r y Counties. T h e closi n g t h r e e m o n t h s of h i s life w e r e s p e n t in t h e
h o m e of h i s d a u g h t e r , Ada, of M o n e t t e , Ohio.
H i s physical condition h a d been gradually
w e a k e n i n g . T h e crisis w a s r e a c h e d soon a f t e r
he arose last Saturday morning, when a heart
a t t a c k overtook him. He became unconscious,
a n d in a s h o r t t i m e h i s h e a r t ceased and his
e a r t h l y l i f e w a s over.
H e is s u r v i v e d by h i s wife, K a t i e ; his d a u g h t e r , M r s . A d a B a r t l e y of M o n e t t e , O h i o ; t h r e e
g r a n d d a u g h t e r s , M a r g a r e t , Opal a n d
Jane
B a r t l e y ; o n e s i s t e r , M r s . L y d i a S w a n k of
T r o t w o o d , Ohio, a n d m a n y f r i e n d s .
Funeral services were conducted at the Fairv i e w C h u r c h on M o n d a y a f t e r n o o n b y E l d . S.
L a m b e r t a s s i s t e d b y E l d . O h m e r TJ. H e r r a n d
E l d . A l b e r t B u e c h l e r . T e x t : E c c l . 12:5. I n t e r m e n t w a s m a d e in t h e F a i r v i e w cemetery.
S I D E R — B r o . J a c o b D . Sider, of n e a r S t e v e n s v i l l e , O n t a r i o , w a s b o r n J u n e 28, 1843, a n d
d e p a r t e d t h i s l i f e M a y 2, 1933, a t t h e a g e of
89 y e a r s . , 10 m o s . , a n d 4 d a y s .
I n O c t o b e r , 1872, h e w a s u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e
to Lavina H u n s b e r r y . To this union were born
four children: Mary, Peter, Andrew and Moses
w h o died w h e n a child. H e a l s o l e a v e s t w e l v e
grandchildren and three great grandchildren.
F u n e r a l services were held at the Black
Creek Church conducted by Bishop Bert Sherk
a n d Eld. W a r r e n Winger. I n t e r m e n t w a s m a d e
in t h e a d j o i n i n g c e m e t e r y .

m o n t h s a g o h e b e c a m e m u c h m o r e afflicted a n d
on t h e a b o v e d a t e h e p a s s e d t o h i s e t e r n a l r e w a r d . H i s w i f e p r e c e d e d h i m 10 y e a r s a g o .
H e is survived by 4 sons and 1 daughter, Alphe u s , B e n j a m i n , a n d P h a r e s , of Mt. J o y ; E l m e r
a n d M a r y of M a n h e i m . B e s i d e h i s f a m i l y t h e r e
a r e 3 brothers and 2 sisters who mourn their
loss.
Funeral services were held a t his late home
in F a i r l a n d on A p r i l 2 6 t h w i t h f u r t h e r s e r v i c e s
at the Mastersonville meeting house conducted
b y E l d e r s H . O. M u s s e r , C. H . M o y e r , a n d
H e n r y H e s s . T e x t : R e v . 7:17. I n t e r m e n t w a s
m a d e in t h e a d j o i n i n g c e m e t e r y .
I i A r O R M E — S r . L y d i a L a F o r m e died a t h e r
h o m e in N e w C r e d i t , Ont., on A p r . 13th, 1933.
She w a s p a s t 80 y e a r s of a g e . S h e w a s converted a n d united w i t h t h e B r e t h r e n in Christ
Church nearly thirteen years ago.
She w a s
a r e g u l a r a t t e n d a n t j i t all our services w h e n ever possible, often w a l k i n g miles to get
there.
She leaves two d a u g h t e r s and three sons and
several grandchildren.
S e r v i c e s w e r e h e l d in t h e U n i t e d C h u r c h ,
N e w C r e d i t ( I n d i a n R e s e r v e ) b y E l d . J o h n A.
Nigh. I n t e r m e n t in n e a r b y cemetery.
REPORTS
( C o n t i n u e d f r o m p a g e 170)
Light, water, fuel
House miscellaneous
Hall miscellaneous
House rent
Hall rent
Poor

23.10
5.43
6.30
90.00
75.00
2.87

Total
$231.66
B a l a n c e on h a n d F e b . 1st
'.
$12.47
Balance on h a n d M a y 1st,
$
.48
Yours in Jesus,
Maggie E. Sollenberger, Rhoda F . Wingert,
473 G u e r r e r o St.,
P h o n e H e m l o c k 1864
S a n F r a n c i s c o , Cal.

Project Teaching
(Continued from page 166)

H U N S I C K E R — B r o . J o n a s L. H u n s i c k e r , of
n e a r R i c h l a n d , L e b a n o n Co., P e n n a . , d e p a r t e d
t h i s l i f e A p r i l 29, 1933, j u s t a b o u t t w e n t y
h o u r s a f t e r t h e d e a t h of h i s w i f e , L i z z i e K.
H u n s i c k e r . H e b r o u g h t h i s a g e t o 74 y e a r s . , 10
mos., a n d 6 d a y s .
H e was converted and
united w i t h t h e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t Church
a b o u t t h i r t y y e a r s a g o a n d r e m a i n e d a cons i s t e n t m e m b e r u n t i l d e a t h . H i s w i f e w h o died
on t h e 28th of A p r i l w a s a g e d 75 y r s . , 4 m o s . ,
a n d 18 d a y s . T h e r e r e m a i n s 1 s o n , A a r o n , r e s i d i n g a t h o m e t o m o u r n t h e i r s u d d e n dep a r t u r e . B r o . H u n s i c k e r died of h e a r t f a i l u r e
a n d h i s c o m p a n i o n of p n e u m o n i a .
T h e double funeral service w a s conducted by
B i s h . H e n r y K. K r e i d e r , a s s i s t e d b y E l d . J a c o b
B. F u n k a t t h e I o n a TJ. C. C h u r c h .

by a mere" recitation of what the church
teaches. If he gets down t o the causes,
sees where he is wrong, and sees where
the teaching of the church is right, then
and not till then will he have a "know so".
belief that corresponds with that of the
church.
Discussions such as I have been describing don't just happen. T h e y take real
planning and forethought on the part of the
teacher. The other projects such as I have
described don't just happen. A teacher that
uses that method will have to spend much
more time in the preparation of the lesson.
In project teaching, even though the pupils
d o more work, so does the teacher. If
anyone is looking for an easy method of
spending the Sunday school hour do N O T
try the project method. It will take too
much work keeping it going. But t o those
who really want to make that little hour in
Sunday school count for more than at
present, I would recommend that you try
the project method for certain things. I do
not recommend it as a panacea for all
woes. There are many things that cannot be taught that way. But there are
likewise many things that we are not
teaching in the Sunday school that should
be taught there if we would but take advantage of some of the possibilities of this
method of teaching through pupil activity.

& I N M R — B e n j a m i n B. Ginder w a s born
M a y 28, 1865, a n d d i e d A p r i l 23, 1933, a g e d 67
y e a r s , 11 m o n t h s , a n d 25 d a y s . B r o . G i n d e r
w a s a f a i t h f u l m e m b e r of t h e B r e t h r e n i n
C h r i s t of R a p h o D i s t r i c t f o r 28 y e a r s .
F o r t h e p a s t few y e a r s h e w a s a sufferer
f r o m a p o p l e x y , b u t d e s p i t e h i s affliction h e
c o n t i n u e d t o a t t e n d t h e s e r v i c e s in w h i c h h e
always manifested a deep interest.
A few

A Quaker, once hearing a person tell
how much he felt for another who was in
distress, and needed assistance, dryly asked, "Friend, has thee felt in thy pocket for
him?"—Heart and Life.

L A N D I S — O n S e p t e m b e r 5, 1904, w a s b o r n
to Jacob and E m m a Longanecker, a daughter,
Vesta May.
W h e n b u t a child her p a r e n t s
moved from J o h n s o n county to Dickinson
county, Kans., w h e r e V e s t a grew to w o m a n hood.
W h e n b u t 13 y e a r s of a g e s h e f o u n d J e s u s
a s h e r Saviour a n d since t h a t time endeavored
to serve H i m in faithfulness.
It was at this
t i m e s h e united w i t h t h e B r e t h r e n in Christ
Church and pledged her loyalty and service
t o t h e K i n g d o m of God.
On O c t o b e r 1, 1924, s h e w a s u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e t o G l e n L a n d i s of A b i l e n e . T o V e s t a
a n d G l e n w e r e b o r n f o u r c h i l d r e n , t h e first of
w h o m died in infancy.
E t h e l , 6, K e n n e t h , 4,
P e r n , n e a r l y 2 y e a r s of a g e , r e m a i n w i t h t h e
father in h i s sorrow.
W i t h b u t l i t t l e k n o w l e d g e of p r e v i o u s i l l n e s s
to give w a r n i n g for such a n incident she suddenly w a s called to t h e H e a v e n l y F a t h e r .
P l e a s a n t a r e t h e m e m o r i e s of t h e C h r i s t i a n
s p i r i t w i t h w h i c h s h e f a c e d t h e h a r d t h i n g s of
life. H e r c o u r a g e a n d c h e e r m a d e c o n t a g i o u s
t h e finer q u a l i t i e s w h i c h s h e p o s s e s s e d .
H e r parents, four sisters and two b r o t h e r s
r e m a i n in s o r r o w f o r t h e b r o k e n h o m e a n d
s e v e r e d t i e s . " I n t h e m i d s t of h e r d a y s " s h e
l e f t u s o n A p r i l 26. 1933, a t t h e a g e of 28
y e a r s , 7 m o n t h s , 21 d a y s .
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PROGRAM
for the

T E N T SERVICES
to be held at
THE MOUNT PLEASANT CHURCH
Near Mount Joy, Pa.
City Missions
Altoona Mission, In charge of Hid. Herman Q. Miller and
wife, 613—4M» Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 2!~> Iiawicy St., In charge of Kid. and Sr.
Ularl Itossert.
Chicago Mission—00:11) lfalslead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. I'honc, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of liish. W. H.
lioyer and Sr. Susie ISoyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hitz and workers. Bell I'lione, (iarfield 0431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenbcrger anil workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Wellaml Mission, 30 ISIizahelh St., Welland, lint.. In charge
of ltiahou Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Elii. and Sr. I). IC. Jennings,
Sylvalus, Va.
Mt. Caimel Mission, in charge of ICIder II. P. Heisey and
wire, Gladwin, Mich., Star Iioute.
Kentucky Mission Field, In charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Tlllsonburg, Ont., It. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Ilerr, Steward;
and Slater Susie Heir, Matron.
Jahbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Caimel Home, Morrison, III., In charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister Mattie
Grayblll, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

LOVE FEASTS
Canada
Bertie
Nottawa-Walpole
Cheapside
Walsingham

May 27-28
June 3-4
June 17-18
June 24-25
Indiana

Please note change
Union Grove Church

June 17-18

Iowa
Dallas Center, l a

May 27-28
Kansas

Please note change in Kansas love feast
dates. Copy furnished us had a transposition.
Belle Springs Church
May 28-29
Michigan
Gladwin
Merrill
Mooretown

May 27-28
June 17-18
July 1-2
Ohio

Highland
Sippo

,
Pennsylvania

May 27-28
June 3-4

Air Hill M. H
May 24 and 25
Cedar Grove Church, Juaniata and
Mifflin
District, May 27-28.
Springhope Church
May 28
Altoona Mission, Pa.
June 3-4
Granville, Pa
June 3-4
Manor-Pequea
June 3-4
Saxton, Pa
June 3-4
Elizabethtown, Pa
June 6-7
Morrison's Cove Dist., Martinsburg-June 17-18
An invitation is extended to all to attend.

.

GENERAL CONFERENCE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Annual Conference of the Brethren in
Christ will convene in Rapho District, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, at the Mount
Pleasant Church, on June 8, 1933.
The Conference will be preceded by a love

feast on Wednesday afternoon and evening
of June 7th. Revival services will begin on
Saturday evening, June 3d, in charge of
Bishop Henry Schneider, Jr., Merrill, Mich.
Directions
Those coming East by auto follow Route
230 from Harrisburg to a point three miles
east of Rheems at Conference sign. (This
point is 22 miles from Harrisburg and 13
miles from Lancaster.) Turn to the left
and follow signs to Conference grounds.
Those traveling West follow Route 230
from Lancaster. Turn right at Florin Inn
(turning point is identified by a large water
trough); follow signs to Conference grounds.
Mail Address
All mail intended for delivery at Conference should be addressed to Mount Joy,
Pennsylvania, Route 2, c/o General Conference.
Joseph K. Gish, Correspondent.

JUNE 9-12, 1933
9:30
10:00
10:50
1:15
1:45
2:20
2:35
7:00
7:30

YODER BUS LINE ANNOUNCEMENT
Providing there are a sufficient number
of passengers the Yoder Bus Lines will run
one of their large buses from Nappanee via
Buffalo and Niagara Falls to General Conference. This schedule will probably be:
leaving Nappanee Monday morning, June
5th, to Buffalo with a stop at Niagara Falls
and on to Conference.
The round trip fare from Nappanee will
be $15.00; from Buffalo $8.00; intermediate
points according.
Those desiring to avail themselves of this
mode of conveyance should get in touch at
once with the Yoder Bus Lines, Nappanee,
Indiana.
P R O Or R A M
of the
GENERAL SUNDAY SCHOOL CONFERENCE
of the
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH
to be held at
Mt. Pleasant Church, near Manheim, Pa.
June 8, 1933
Theme: Promoting Spirituality Through the
Sunday School
10:45 Devotions
J. H. Martin, Chairman,
Lancaster, Pa.
Special Song
Grantham Bible College
11:00 Fundamentals
(a) Define Spirituality
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Refton, Pa.
(b) Spirituality in the Home
D. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont.
(c) Physical Culture as a Foundation
for a Useful Christian Character....
Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
12:00 Noon recess
1:30 Song and Worship
Special Song
Grantham Bible College
1:45 Methods—Making the Most of the Sunday School Session
(a) In the Devotional Service
M. L. Dohner, Ashland, Ohio
(b) In the Song Service
J. A. Climenhaga, Thomas, Okla.
(c) In the Class Period
Albert Brechbill, Grantham, Pa.
2:45 Secretary's Report
Special Song
Grantham Bible College
3:00 Obtaining Results
(a) Are Teachers' Meetings Necessary?
Jesse Lehman, Carlisle, Pa.
(b) Value of Memory Work
Mrs. Anna Engle, Abilene, Kans.
(c) Leading the Child Into the Spiritual
Life Through the Sunday School....
Henry G. Brubaker, Upland, Calif.
3:45 Question Period—A Resume
By Member of S. S. Board

9:30
10:00
10:40
11:15
1:15
2:00
2:30
3:00
7:00
7:30

9:00
9:15
9:45
10:05
10:30
10:50
11:20

6:30
7:00

9:30
10:00
11:00
1:15
1:45

FRIDAY, JUNE 9
Devotional
"The Bible Standard of the Justified
Life
Eld. J. L. Myers
Perfect Love, What It Is and How
Obtained"
Eld. E. M. Sider
Afternoon
Testimony and Praise
"Non Resistance: Its Teaching and
Practice"
Bish. O. B. Ulery
"Non Conformity"
(a) "In Business and Social Relationships"
Bish. M. G. Engle
(b) "In Conversation and Dress"
Eld. Abner Martin
Evening
Prayer and Praise Service
Evangelistic Service
Bish. H. Schneider
SATURDAY, JUNE 10
Social Service
"The Christian Home"
"Its Foundation"
Eld. J. A. Nigh
"Its Enemies"
Eld. John Martin
"Its Mutual Relationships"
Bish. L. Shoalts
Afternoon
Testimony and Praise
"Consecration Service"
"Consecration As Taught In the
Scripture"
Eld. J. A. Climenhaga
"The Church's Need of Consecration"
Eld. C. N. Hostetter
"Is My Consecration M a d e and
Sealed?"
Bish. H. Schneider
Evening
Prayer and Praise Service
Evangelistic Service
Bish, H. Schneider
SUNDAY, JUNE 11
Invocation
The Sunday School Lesson
The Ministerial Program
"The Minister's Much Needed Experience in Grace"
Eld. D. L. Graybill
"The Pastor's Responsibility to His
Congregation"
.Bish. R. I. Witter
"The Congregation's Responsibility
To Its Pastor"
Bish. E. J. Swalm
"The Preacher and His Sermon"
Eld. A. W. Climenhaga
Open Discussion in charge of
Bish. C. N. Hostetter
Afternoon
Foreign Missionary Program
Special Prayer Service
Evangelistic Service
Bish. H. Schneider
MONDAY, JUNE 12
Devotional
"Signs of the Times"
Bish. S. G. Engle
"That Blessed Hope"
Bish. D. R. Eyster
Afternoon
Song Service and Prayer
"Divine Healing"
"Our Privilege In the Atonement"....
Bish. B. Sherk
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2:15

Our Experience — Testimonies to
Healing
2:45 "Pre-requisites for Divine Healing"..
Eld. J. R. Eyster
3:15 Anointing Service in charge of
Bish. D. R. Eyster
Children's and Other Special Services to be
arranged for and announced at Conference.
Committee:
A. H. ENGLE, Chairman
C. H. MOYER, Ass't Chairman
E. C. BOSSERT, Secretary
MESSIAH BIBLE COLLEGE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sunday, May 28
Love Feast

6:00
Friday, June 2
Oratorical Program
7:45
Saturday, June 3
Musical Program by the Grantham Male Chorus and Choral
Society
7:45
Sunday, June 4
Baccalaureate Sermon
10:45
By Rev. John A. Climenhaga
Community Sing
3:30
Monday, June 5
Class Day Program
2:00
Alumni Business Meeting and
Banquet
6:00
Tuesday, June 6
Commencement Program
9:30

p.m.
p.m.

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

NOTICE
A letter from Bro. J. J. Engbrecht of the
Sunnyside Bible School, Freeman, South
Dakota, states that he is very anxious to
attend our Conference this year. He wonders if there might be someone driving East
with whom he could connect at or near Chicago. Will those who are driving, kindly
give this matter consideration, and if you
have room for an extra passenger, please
•communicate with Bro. Engbrecht at the
above address.—Editor.
MT. CARMEL MISSION REPORT

VISITOR

We also greatly appreciated the quarter of
beef g'iven us by Bish. Henry Schneiders, and
a load of alfalfa hay by Bverton Wager.
Financial Report for Jan., Tel), and Mar.
Receipts
Mt. Carmel Cong
$ 9.67
Manheim S. School, Penna
15.00
Sr. Annie Turner
5.00
Bro. Albert Kitelv
1.00
Bro. and Sr. Delbert Green
5.00
A Sister in the Faith
2.00
Sr. Edith Eyster
5.00
Bro. J. R. Eyster
1.00
Sr. Mary Byer
10.00
Sr. Martha Sentz
1.00
Bro. and Sr. H. P. Heisey
3.38
$58.05
Expenditures
Provisions .--..
$17.47
Telephone
3.00
Kerosene
1.44
Car Expenses
20.45
Incidentals
1.50
Deficit of Last Quarter
14.19
Total
$58.05
Thanking all who have contributed towards
the work of Christ at this place and asking a
continued interest in your prayers, we are
Yours in the Lord's service.
H. P. Heisey and Workers.
TESTIMONY Or HEAWU&
Dear Visitor family:
Greetings in the name of Jesus.
I certainly do praise Him for all He has
done for me. I had a terrible affliction of the
ears, but praise His name He healed them for
me. He has done so much for me since He
has saved me. I feel that I don't praise Him
enough.
Dear readers, please remember me and my
family in your prayers. My husband is unsaved, also my parents. Please pray for them.
Tour sister in Christ,
Mrs. Carl Sweetland,
Morrill, Kansas.
SFBIHGVALE, ONT.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
The work in general is moving on. This
new year
has been one of new experiences to
;
us.
In December Bish. E. J. Swalm of Duntroon.
Ont. was with us in a series of revival meetings. The meetings were fairly well attended
and souls received help.
In January our Ontario Bible School opened,
continuing three months, with good interest.
We appreciated the presence of Student Body
and Faculty in our midst, especially so, making it possible for our pulpit to be supplied
while our pastor took charge of the Houghton
Mission over the week ends since the passing
away of our dear Bro. Taylor.
We wish to extend a hearty invitation to
Conference attendants to stop over with us at
our love feast.
Tours interested in the work of the Lord.
Correspondent.

Again we can say, the Lord has been our
Helper and directed our ways.
The past three months have been unusual
times of stress and strain, perplexity and unrest in the world at large, but praise the Lord
BETHEL MISSION
for us as God's children, there has been peace
Sylvatus, Ta.
and rest for the inner man and we felt God
was able to keep that which we had commitDear
Brethren
in
Christ:
ted unto Him against that Day.
Greetings in His precious name. Again we
Tho' the powers of evil have been working
come
to
you
in
the
name of Him who loved us
and manifesting themselves, yet praise God,
shed his Blood for our sins. AVe praise
we have the promise verified that where sin and
Him
for
victory
in
His name, and for a deep
doth abound grace doth much more abound
settled peace, yes deep down in our hearts,
and God's power is just as great as it ever
that
holds
with
the
passing
years, and becomes
was.
more firmly rooted in faith as we pass through
In Feb. we held a three week's revival meetthe
storms
or
trials.
Praise
God.
ing at Leatonville, with Bro. Jos. Vandervcre
We are thankful that the time of year is
as our evangelist. We had good interest and
again here that we may go forward more with
God met with us in saving power. A number
message, and wc desire your prayers that
bowed a t the altar of prayer, some for the His
things may be done for souls. We have
first time, seeking forgiveness and pardon. definite
calls
to new fields, which we hope to explore
There were a number, however, who were
in
the
near
future. We have been asked to
under heavy conviction but would not yield.
come into a mountain section about 12 miles
Pray with us that God might break asunder
from
Bethel
to hold meetings at two different
the chains of sin which are binding these pre- points. We have
tried to arrange our work so
cious souls.
as to be more free for the Lord's work than
Our hearts are made heavy as some who last
heretofore.
fall seemed to have a good experience have
Our work through the winter was much
fallen by the way while we do rejoice as others hampered
because of heavy rains, measles, flu,
have been abounding in the grace of God foletc.,
but now that the weather is once again
lowing Him step by step and are a real infair
and
the
beautiful spring time here with
spiration and help to the services.
nature's beauty to freshen us and encourWe enjoyed having our Bish. Henry Schneid- all
age
us
on,
we
expect to go forth sowing preer of Merrill, Mich, with us over one week end.
cious seed with new zeal and determination.
His inspirational messages and prayers were
As
we
see
the
spiritual dearth that is
a real uplift to us all and we felt more than abroad over the awful
land surely we should bestir
ever, that with renewed zeal we would push
ourselves with all the power that the Holy
the battle on for souls, as at the very longest
Ghost will bestow upon us. The little Virour time is short.
ginia flock is still encouraged to press on,
We wish to voice our appreciation of the and one of these days the trumpet will sound
help Sr. Alta Downey of Carland, Mich., gave
and from the north and from the south we will
us along the line of sewing. She was with us all meet.
about three weeks. We have considerable sewhope that it will be the Lord's will for
ing to do as we make most of the coverings us toWemeet
many of our dear friends of like
and bonnets for our sisters in this locality.

*
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precious faith a t Conference. We are looking
to the Lord to help us to be able to come. AVe
feel that it will do us good to have another
spiritual feast with the dear ones that the
Lord has led us to worship and serve with.
We surely wish to express through the Visitor our gratefulness to all the dear ones who
have stood by us in the work here witli their
prayers and means. AVe are so thankful to the
givers who have lifted our deficit for us that
has been standing so long. Then we had been
praying and wondering where the funds for
our car license would come from, when one
day not long ago we had a check from the dear
saints of Thomas, Okla., that just a little more
than covered the license, surely we have an all
knowing God, and more than that, one that
hears our petitions and grants them.
Financial Report for Feb., March and April..
Offerings—February
J. B. Snyder, $5.00; In His Name, $5.00. Total $10.00.
Expense—Groceries, Car (gas and repair),
supplies, $19.34. Deficit from Jan. $33.19. Total Deficit $42.53.
Offering's—March
A Sr., Calif., $2.00: In His Name, $5.00; Sr.
Mary Byer, $10.00; In His Name, $25.00; Bro.
and Sr. Wm Steinbecker, $10.00; Zion S. S.,
$10.81; Sr. Sarah AVagner, $10.00; Bro. and Sr.
Leo. C, $5.00; O. F. Stump, $5.00. Total, $82.81.
Expense—Groceries, grass seed and farm
supplies, car (gas and repair) $33.36. Feb.
Deficit $42.53. Balance April 1st, $6.92.
Offering's—April
In His Name, $10.00; Sr. Fannie Sanders,
$2.00; Mary AVagner, $2.00; Christian Union S.
S„ $17.00; Bethany S. S., Okla., $19.27. Total,
including balance $57.19.
Expense—Groceries, seeds, license for car
($18.20); gas, and a supply of kerosene, $57.06.
Balance $6.13.
Thank you, dear brethren, for this balance
and for your prayers.
Tours in Jesus till He comes,
Denny and Marie Jennings.
CLARENCE CENTER, N. Y.
Bro. E. J. Swalm began a series of meetings
on March 29th, continuing until April 16th. He
preached the AVord with a power which brought
conviction on souls in sin. Quite a number
were at the altar of prayer. Some were not
willing to take a stand for Christ and so put it
off for a more convenient time. May the revival spirit continue with souls seeking God
and praying through to victory.
—Cor.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
Greetings to the interested readers of the
welfare of Missionary activities.
We find toil and service sweet for our Savior
who gave himself for the sins of all. There
is real labor and increasingly more as a missionary works from so many angles to sow beside all waters. How true is the fact that distresses are on the increase all about us! The
stories told us and the scenes we behold in
city Mission Work can only be known by those
who are thus engaged. Many seek a confidante
and thus a way is opened only to point them
to the God of all comforts. Our hearts constrain us to fall at the Savior's feet and cry
out in thankfulness, for we adore Him for
counting us worthy to bear His name to those
in darkness, blinded by SIN. W h a t a monster! But sin must go by the touch of Jesus's Blood. He stretches forth his hand yet
today. The very same Jesus as in the yesterday.
There are two very promising young men
converts, who have sought the Lord practically in the midst of our preparation to report.
They are strangers to each other. One is an
orphan boy from Pennsylvania, a product of
some of our recent hospital visitations. The
other is a young Philipino. He is bright and
clear.
On April 9th two brethren followed our
Lord in baptism and were received into Church
fellowship. On the same evening Bro. AVagaman officiated at our communion service.
In answer to prayer we have seen our needs
supplied. We pray God's blessing upon all
faithful donors to His cause. We thank you
and the Lord does reward.
Receipts
Hall Offerings
$177.43
Special Offering
12.05
A Sister
5.00
Valley Chapel S. S„ Ohio
4.50
Waukena S. S., Cal
3.01
Miss Tonnessen
1.00
A Friend
68
One Interested
8.00
Bro. and Sr. King. Downey, Cal
2.00
Bro. J. H. AVagaman, Cal
1.00
In Jesus's Name
5.00
Total
Expenditures
Table Supplies
(Continued on page 168)

$219.67
$ 28.96
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
Foreign Missionaries

WANEZI
Elder and Mrs. H. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
SIKALONGO
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Mr. and Mrs. David B. Hall
Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia
South Africa.

Africa

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

BULAWAYO
Bishop and Mrs. II. II. Brubaker, Bulawayo, South Africa,
No. 1 Fife Street.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winter, Miss Armie R. Engle, Miss Aimti
M. Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. V. Eslielman, Elder R. H. Mann, Mrs. S. K. Doner, and Miss Lois
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Brenaman, Miss Martha Kauffman, Miss Sadie Book, and
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SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. 1). M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
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Home on Furlough
Mrs. Ruth B. Foote, Lower Clapton, Road, Clapton E. 5,
London, England.
Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisbure, Pa.

God's Call to Philip the Evangelist
By ]. A.
Article 16
HILIP, like Stephen, was called to be
a deacon and became a preacher, an
outstanding evangelist. Surely his gift made
place for him and his work has been so
marked that he is called "Philip, the Evangelist" to distinguish him from the apostle
Philip. He was called by the Church to be
a deacon, but called by God to be an heralder of the mighty power of Christ. His
various leadings are exceedingly unique
and thus deserve special notice. "He is the
precursor of St. Paul in his work, as Stephen has been in his teaching."
It appears as if the stoning of Stephen
had been a signal for a general persecution.
The Jews no doubt thought that this persecution would be the means of crushing the
newly begun work but the ardour and zeal
of the God—called Philip could not be
crushed. Others also preached the Christ
and the word unto the people. Acts 8:4-5.
"Therefore they that were scattered abroad
went everywhere preaching the word. Then
Philip went down to the city of Samaria,
and preached Christ unto them."
Remember that the second step in the
call of Philip was persecution. The initial
step being his call to the work of a deacon.
I have no doubt but what he like Stephen,
performed this task well. The persecution
likely made it difficult for the Hellenistic
Christians to remain in Jerusalem and by it
they were thrust into new fields of activity.
The persecution resulted in a larger movement for God. It is probable that had there
been no persecution there would have been
no Philip preaching in Samaria at that time.
The community life of the early church
was in my mind, very comfortable and so
God permitted persecutions to arise in order to enlarge the sphere of Philip's labours.
N o one likes to see a beautiful, large,
united congregation better than I do but
how often have I thot that a little persecution (from the outside, God forbid that it

Climenhaga
should arise from within) might be the
method by which our beloved brotherhood
might extend its mission for Christ. At times
we sit together in a congregation where
there are half a dozen or more ministers. All
may have a part but one could easily do the
task in which all are engaged and the other
five might be found in other fields of labour,
seeking opportunities for soul saving enterprises. A scatterment which brings divisions is never God's plan but a scatterment
which enlarges the work and still clings to
the union of the original is certainly a bless-

Appeal
By virtue of Conference decision, the
church has established a home in Bulawayo,
South Africa, where missionary's children
may stay while attending school at that
place, and since Bishop and Sister H. H.
Brubaker are at present in charge of this
home, but are in need of a competent sister
to assist in this work,
We hereby invite correspondence with any
sister who may be led or willing to offer
herself for this phase of Foreign Mission
Work.
Such correspondence should be in the
hands of the Secretary by June 8th in order
to receive recognition by the Board at General Conference.
IRVIN W. MUSSER, Sec'y.

ing. God bless the Church in all of her
outside activities.
Next let us note the message Philip was
evidently called to give. "He preached
Christ unto them." The preaching of Christ
was accompanied by mighty manifestations.
The world needs Christ preached unto
them today. T o o many missionaries, I
fear, have deviated from the message of
God's W o r d . Education has taken the
place of evangelization. Civilization is not
Christianity. Culture is not salvation. Making disciples for Church membership ap-
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peals unto too many i and too often
"Churchanity" is confused with Christianity. It is true that Christ commanded that
we should make disciples of all nations but
He did not teach us to uphold the principles
of Calvin and Zwingli, of Wesley and
Luther. Philip's idea of evangelism is
what is needed down to the present time.
"He preached Christ unto them."
Before now I have known of young men,
older ones also, apparently zealous, who
thought that it was their supreme task to
convince others, through argument of the
fallacy of their position. The best way to
show people their need is by preaching
Christ unto them. W h e n Philip preached,
Simon the sorcerer was confounded, especially when he beheld the mighty works
which followed. Well do I remember two
natives coming to one of the Matopo Mission outposts and telling one of our teachers that they didn't care what he believed,
if he failed to keep Saturday, he would be
lost. Thank God our missionaries have a
better message than that. Through testimony and example they are preaching, not
"Days" but "Christ" as the only means of
salvation and are baptizing men and women
in His name as Philip was called to do.
Next let us notice that Philip was called
as an evangelist by God. He was not called as an organizer of Churches but as an
heralder of the good news of Salvation.
And God blest his work. The message he
gave to the Samaritans bore fruit. Dr.
Luke has said, "The people with one accord
gave heed unto those things which Philip
spake." Incidently it might be noticed that
in the early church an evangelist was not
only called upon to preach the gospel but
also to baptize the converts in the name
of the Lord Jesus. Has the modern Church
retained this original custom? It might be
further noted that the pillars of the Church
indoctrinated the converts in the principles
of the gospel. Might it not be possible that
in our man made organization today we get
a mistaken idea and think that a good evangelist would make a good bishop? God
forbid that I should unduly censor but
sometimes I think that some of our people
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may be called by God to be evangelists
and are man made bishops. W e do well
to remember that the two were entirely different in the Early Church.
In my mind a forward step has been
taken on the Mission Field of Rhodesia
during the last year. If funds would permit I think it would be a splendid idea to
continue the project. Our workers may
become too interested in building up strong
mission stations and lose the evangelistic
idea. More than once, while on the field, I
thought that. Last year Bro. Roy Mann was
given an evangelistic program. He was sent
from station to station to hold meetings,
visit outlying areas and engage in a strictly evangelical tour. Direct mission responsibilities were not his. Not everyone is
called to such a work but knowing Bro.
Mann as I do, it appeals to me that that is
his calling. I have known others of our
people both at home and abroad whom I
consider would make better evangelists
than Church or Mission builders.
Philip displays two types of evangelism.
He did both congregational and personal
work as the Spirit opened the way. Too
often we look upon an evangelist as one
who draws large crowds and preaches
mighty sermons which cause people to
tremble before the Almighty power of the
W o r d . This is one phase of evangelism.
"And the angel of the Lord spake unto
Philip, saying, Arise and go toward the
South,' unto the way that goeth down from
Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is desert. And
he arose and went," displays the second
type of evangelism. Philip might have said,
" W h a t is the use of going to the desert,
there'll be no crowd there," but he didn't.
W h a t the angel of the Lord commanded
that is what Philip did. Obedience to the
personal call to do personal work brought
forth results sufficient to be remembered
with the preaching to the crowds. Philip
obeying the summons and preaching to one
lone seeker is remembered as much, if not
more than his preaching to the crowds. The
Spirit said, "Go near and join thyself to
the chariot." W h a t an apparent foolish
thing to do but Philip esteemed it such a
privilege to do a little personal work that
he ran to perform his God given task.
The poet Keble has told the story of
Philip and the Eunuch in lines as follows:
'"Twas silent all and dead
Beside the barren sea,
Where Philip's steps were led—
Led by a voice from Thee;
He rose and went, nor asked Thee why.
Nor stayed to heave one faithless sign.
"Upon his lonely way
The high-born traveller came,
Reading a mournful lay
Of 'One who bore our shame,
Silent himself, his name untold.
. And yet his glories were of old.'
"To muse what Heaven might mean
His wondering brow he raised,
And met an eye serene
That on him watchful gazed;
No hermit e'er so welcomed crossed
A child's lone path in woodland lost.
"Now wonder turns to love;
The scrolls of sacred lore
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No darksome mazes prove;
The desert tires no more
They bathe where holy waters flow,
Then on their way rejoicing go.
"They part to meet in heaven;
But of the joy they share,
Absolving and forgiving,
The sweet remembrance bear.
Yes, mark him well, ye cold and proud,
Bewildered in a heartless crowd,
"Starting and turning pale
At rumor's angry din;
No storm can now assail
The charm he wears within,
Rejoicing still, and doing good,
And with the thought of God imbued."

After this experience, which was certainly worth the while, the Spirit caught away
Philip and on his return to Samaria he was
called upon to preach in all the cities enroute between Azotus and Caesarea. In
his closing days he seems to be called upon to give hospitality to Paul and others, or
to furnish rest for returning missionaries.
And what a splendid call this is. Never
too old to be of some service for God. M a y
God give us more evangelists like Philip,
men whose family also learn to prophesy
and carry on the work of the Lord Jesus
Christ.

Macha Mission
"Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit that they may rest from their labors; and
their works do follow them." Rev. 14:13.
E so often read and hear remarks
made on "Do Missions Pay?" And
if you dear readers could have been here
a few weeks ago and could have heard the
victorious testimonies of two of our number who have gone to be forever with the
Lord you would not need to ask "Do Missions Pay?" In thinking over these two
deaths, and as we look at their lives, we
can see the reward of some one's labor.
And we can say blessed is the one who
brought these two souls to Christ: Blessed
are those who through their sacrifices of
love, prayer, and means in the homeland,
made it possible for someone to come and
bring Christ to these souls. " D o Missions
Pay?" Is not even one soul saved precious
to our Saviour? Is not one soul worth
more than the whole world? Here are two
souls that we know were saved and know
that they were ready to go. Does it pay?
Yes, a thousand times yes!
Muka Andrew was only a young mother
with three small children. On Friday afternoon one of the men from her kraal came
to the mission for some medicine for her.
The way he described her illness we
thought that she had scurvy which is very
prevalent among these people and gave
him medicine for her. So her death Saturday night came as a shock to us for she
had only been sick for such a short time.
W e went over early Sunday morning to
assist with the burial. And as we stood by
her grave and different ones from her village were telling us the wonderful testi-
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mony she gave before she died, we could
not help but rejoice, for indeed, her works
do follow her. Her one request was not
to carry on at her burial as they do at a
heathen burial, but that they should remember that she was a Christian. She also
at different times spoke to heathen women
that were in her hut that they should pray
and accept Christ. She told them that
she had no fear that all was well, and her
heart was white. And if God wanted her
that it was all right to her. Just before she
died she called her three children to her
and kissed them and told them good-bye
and she said good-bye to all in the hut and
told them she was now going to heaven, she
then quietly fell asleep in Jesus. Blessed
are the dead which die in the Lord.
Bina Konzo was one of our leper sisters.
Brother Frey had baptized her about a year
ago. Her death also came as a shock to us
as she too was only sick a short time. W e
miss her so much each Sunday, as she
hardly ever failed to be here, walking about
six miles every Sunday, and with leprosy
at the worst stage. In speaking of her death
to some heathen women some time later,
they remarked that she put them to shame.
Here she had leprosy, yet with her feet almost eaten a w a y by leprosy s h e
would walk all this distance every Sunday
to church. They also said that she must
have loved her Lord very much to do this.
She did love her Lord and by her testimony we also know that she had an abundant entrance into the kingdom of God.
These two have left us trusting in the
Blood of Jesus for their Eternal Home,
but what of the many with no hope for
Eternity, fighting against the truth. Will
you help us to pray that more might be able
to leave testimonies like these two left with
the assurance that all is well with their
souls?
Yours from Macha,
Minnie Winger.

Eighteen Outschools
"HAT does the oversight of outschools in Southern Rhodesia include?
In connection with the above
eighteen schools a number of things enter
to make it an interesting work to say the
least.
In the first place there are approximately two hundred sixty-five crooked miles to
be travelled by mule-team in making the
circuit of one visit to each place. These
winding miles are often only marked by a
narrow footpath leading through grass or
bush and many times bordered on either
side by holes, stumps, or stones. But fortunately a good driver misses many more
than he hits. Then too, overhanging
branches of trees may be a barrier to the
top of the spring-wagon. At such times the
axe is required to remove the obstruction.
But one forgives the roads when feasting
your eyes upon God's marvelous panorama
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of trees, rocks, hills, plains, and rivers.
There are ten different rivers to be forded,
a total of twenty-five times enroute. If it
is in the rainy season these rivers may be a
rushing torrent some feet inl depth. However, at the present time many of them are
only sand-beds whereas in a normal season
there would be a good stream of running
water at the least. Just recently a native
made the remark that it is very seldom one
sees ants crossing from one bank of the
river to the other in March.
Each one of these schools has a name of
its own. It may be given the name of a
nearby rock, hill, mountain, or river; or it
may be named after the chief of the district;
or called by the name of the farm or reserve on which it is located. It is not
merely just one of many schools to be
classed among others of its kind in general,
but it has a peculiar! interest of its own to
the one visiting it.
Each school has also a pastor-teacher
who has his own name and personality, and
who cannot just be classed with the bulk
of pastor-teachers in general when being
visited. He may be a young unmarried
man or a middle-aged married man with
some of his own children in school. He
may be tall, short, or medium in height. He
may be rather poorly qualified or quite well
qualified educationally. One may address
his prayer to the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and another to the God of
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. Some
have a greater degree of grace and zeal
than others. In fact no two .are just alike
and it takes the wisdom of God to be able
to always deal wisely and tactfully with
eighteen different temperaments of pastorteachers. . They all have their particular
problems in dealing with the pupils, heathen
people, and even the Christians of their
respective communities and these in turn
are often referred to the visiting superintendent for solution.
These eighteen outschools have an enrollment of over nine hundred pupils upon
the registers. W h a t a glorious opportunity of moulding young lives for God if the
teachers are Spirit-filled! It is also a great
responsibility resting upon these teachers
and they truly need God's daily help and
presence.
The Sunday congregations represent a
total average of approximately a thousand
people. Here again are blessed opportunities, as well as in the mid-week services, of
sowing the Seed. A number who attend
these services are still out of Christ.
Then there are many who do not come
to God's house and they should be visited
in their homes. Some do not even seem to
realize that they are lost. Would to God
that they were like the blind man whom we
passed on the road last month. He heard
our wagon approaching but as he was back
of a bush we did not see Him until we
heard a cry, "I am lost"! He had wandered
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away from home and could not find his
way back. W e were glad to direct him to
his hut which was in plain sight. How sad
to be "lost in sight of home", but that is
just the condition of many in the circuit of
these eighteen outschools.
Will my readers please pray for the children, heathen, backsliders, class members,
and church members of these outschool districts? The pastor-teachers also need your
earnest prayers; and the one who has the
present oversight of this work craves an
interest in your prayers.
In joyful service for Christ,
Sadie Book

Notes on the Place and
Founders of the Brethren
in Christ Church
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who were from different persuasions —
were the founders of our own church.
Some of these had kindred minds and
agreed as to what they believed was right
according to God's W o r d . True evangelical repentance and conversion was much
stressed and then to be followed by a life
separated from the world in life, dealings,
manners, and dress. T o this they were
true to a notable degree. W e believe we
have reliable information that the raising
of tobacco was considered very wrong by
the early church fathers. This shows their
deep practical piety. The time of the
founding of the church seems to have
been about 1795 although some seem to
think it was some years earlier, and the
latter thought may have good ground.

By ]. H. Byer

I am much indebted to Eld. Jacob Martin
of Elizabethtown, Pa., who acted as guide
to a party of us over this historic and sacred ground, for much of the information I
have here given.

E above picture shows the Engle—
T Hformerly
spelled Engel—homestead as

Satan's Soliloquy

it was in the fall of 1932—which is located
about 8 miles southwest of Elizabethtown,
Pa., near Lofata — formerly known as
Stackstown. This was the parental home of
Bishops Jacob and Jesse Engle—the former was the father of Bish. S. G. Engle, Sr.
Myron Taylor—African missionary—and
Sr. Elizabeth Zook of Upland, Calif., and
others. Bish. Jesse Engle with his wife
were two of our first missionaries to Africa
—about 1908. They began their married
life in the small house on the left in the
picture, and just a bit farther to the right
and among the trees runs the creek where
the founders of the church first baptized by
triune immersion which they believed to be
nearest to the W o r d of God. The house
shows the ravages of time as a porch in
front became so decayed that it was taken
away.
Perhaps a mile—more or less—away
from this homestead is the cemetery where
a slab marks the grave of Hans Engel who
died in 1824, over 80 years of age. He is
said to have been the first of our church.
He with a number of others migrated from
Europe in early life and settled here, near
the Susquehanna River—from which fact
they were called the Brethren at the River
or River Brethren for a number of years.
Among the imigrants who were mostly
formal Christians—if indeed making a profession at all—was a man, who got under
very deep conviction for his sins, and for
many days was under a heavy burden so
that he could scarcely eat or sleep, but
constantly cried out "Lost, Lost" at last
the words of Jesus, Luke 19:10, "For the
Son of man is come to seek and save that
which is lost" came to him in sweet consolation and joy came as he believed and
obeyed. He began to preach the gospel,
and very many souls came to know Christ
in living reality. Among the converts—
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By J. S.

Hartzler

T H I N K I will visit the
Church
this fine Sunday morning and see how
my interests are getting along there. Well,
from the number of machines, there must be
quite a crowd present. Can I believe my
eyes? There must be more than a hundred
autos here. Then think, how many came
a-foot. There I see the Joe Hykes' car, a
large, expensive one. The dealer refused
to sell to him with less than half the price
in cash. He has been owing John Jones
and Jake Hanks and possibly a dozen
others for years and they can get nothing
out of him. I wonder what Joe is doing in
the Church. Ah, I see. They knew better
than to give him a class, but listen. He is
doing most of the talking in the men's Bible class. He is telling what it means to be
a Christian. Well, as long as the "blind
lead the blind," my work is prospering well
enough there.
W h a t is going on in the young ladies'
class? I see something that interests me. I
kept account, and find that eight of the
twelve girls in the class have put their
hands to their heads at least ten times,
each, to see whether their hair was just
right. It is easy to know where their minds
and hearts are. One of the others took out
her pad and looking glass from her vanity
case and rubbed her nose for fear that it
was getting red. Her mind was in the same
place with the other eight. The teacher is
presenting good thoughts, but she is making very little impression. Either the soil
is poor or the seed is not sown right. I
need not have much alarm for my work in
this class. Evidently I'll get most of them.
The old men's class is always interesting.
Well, there is John Closefist, Jim Stretcher,
Abe Sourpickle, Mike Selfwill and Harry
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Nogood—five of the eight—all headed my
way. The other three, I hate them. I can
see Jesus Christ in their faces and I fear the
influence that they may have on the others.
But the five are so thoroughly "dyed in the
wool," that there is but little danger. Then,
too, it will help my cause some because
three of the five are Church officials.
That young men's class seems to be intensely interested. They have a very fine
looking young man for a teacher. But listen, he is quoting Fosdick but, like most of
the liberals, he is shrewd enough not to
give the name of the author whom he is
quoting. Some of these young men were
taught by their parents to fear such men.
How well the teacher knows that! How
expert he is at sugar-coating those sayings
and making them appear harmless! He is
teaching good morals, but from what I
hear, he will not be able to lead his' class
to Christ. Hope they keep that teacher for
this class. He certainly is a good agent for
me. Poor boys! They do not realize that
liberalism is simply sugar-coated infidelity.
The Sunday school is dismissed. N o w
is the time to visit the young mothers' class
and hear what the line of conversation is.
Just as I thought. The main topic is girls'
and children's dresses. This mother is
much interested in seeing that her little
girl's dress is adjusted so as to give the
best impression, that mother is very careful
that she does not take the kinks out of her
child's hair. Another one says, "Ah, you
have a new dress. My, how nice you look!
It is very pretty and it makes you look
pretty." Well, the time may come when
some of these mothers will repent- and be
saved for they are sowing seed into their
children which will produce a harvest of
bitter tears. This may lead them to change,
but I am pretty sure of getting the children.
I did not get time to visit all the classes
in this school, but the five visited seem to be
a fair sample of the others. But the part
that appeals as much to me as anything is
the leadings of the "higher-ups". Both the
superintendent and the preacher teach very
sound doctrine, but both are conscious that
some of the members have grievances
against these officials and have had them
for years, and neither have tried to visit the
aggrieved parties in the last five years. As
long as they work in this way, I need not
fear very much what they say from the pulpit. I hope that neither of them will find
out that there is such a scripture as Matt.
5:23 and 24.
Things are going along rather favorable
for me here. I shall be careful that these
people see no "hoofs or horns." I will let
them have a good time and help them to
believe that this is salvation. I can not
expect to get every one, but I certainly
have some good agents here, and what is
better still, many of them think they are
on the right road. W h a t a surprise awaits
them!
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There are a number of other places
where my work is not as promising as it is
here, and I will turn more of my attention
there. I will not say, "Good-bye" to this
people. That might scare them. I may
never see some of them again, but I am
quite confident that I shall see many of
them when we arrive at the Pit.—Selected
by Alva B. Wingert.

Gossip
U M O R sizzled across the town, in
sultry waves. People talked in low
tones, but not gently, behind lifted hands.
T h e porch of the post office was crowded
with angry, arguing men. The room, in
which the missionary society met, was
equally crowded with angry, arguing women. And when Sunday came, the young
minister preached earnestly down from his
pulpit, to almost empty pews. The young
preacher was in disgrace! It was because
he had been seen driving along the main
street, after midnight, with a woman. That
the woman was the wife of one of his deacons, that she was. much older than he, and
very much in love with her husband, didn't
matter. Even the fact that the young minister tried to explain, didn't help. " W e saw
you leave the church with her," the head of
the board of trustees accused, "after service. That was about nine. You were seen
again, more than three hours later just
leaving town. It looks funny!" "There's
nothing funny about it," answered the
young minister. "I was driving her home.
Her husband was ill and she herself had a
strained wrist and couldn't handle her own
car. She lives out in the country, I don't
have to tell you that, ten miles from the
church. A neighbor brought her in, and
she was counting on a lift home. Naturally
I offered her that lift. W e couldn't help it
that my car broke down, half way between
town and her home. W e phoned her husband and the town garage, from a way side
stand. But we had to wait for a car to
come out to tow us back. It was after
midnight when we were ready to leave the
garage and start out again. I suppose
somebody saw us when we were starting
for the second time. It was after one when
we reached her place, finally, and her husband was fast asleep. He hadn't worried!"
The head of the board of trustees shrugged, and muttered something about, "More
fool he." The young minister shrugged,
too, and set his mouth in a hard, firm line,
and turned away. Gossip! It ran through
the town like a forest fire. Burning everything that stood in its way, even a young
man's reputation, even a woman's good
name. Some of the gossipers didn't know
the facts of the case, and didn't care to
hear them. Others spread a distorted version of a simple reasonable occurrence.
The few loyal souls were drowned out by
a flood of cruel speculation, and were look-
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ed on with disfavor because of their loyalty. Gossip! Unreasoning, unfair, unchristian. It blazed a trail of antagonism
and scorn and hatred through the whole of
a little community that had been once
wrapped in peace. It meant, finally that
the deacon sold his home and moved to
another country, taking his wife, with him.
"It's not," the deacon said, in explanation,
"that I don't entirely believe my wife, and
I don't feel any shame, either, or any reason for moving away. But life's too short
to go on living in an atmosphere of suspicion. I want to go somewhere where the
air is cleaner!" Incidentally, the deacon
never went to church again. People in the
new town in which he took up residence,
wondered if he was an atheist. As for
the young minister, he left his pulpit at the
end of a month that was crowded with
agony. He did more: he resigned from the
ministry. He is selling bonds, now, for a
banking house in a great city. But he
doesn't attend church either."
W e read in James, "If any man" (I believe it means any woman as well) "among
you seemeth to be religious, and bridleth
not his tongue, but deceiveth his own heart,
this man's religion is vain." James 1:26 .
Untold harm has been done and is being
done by this great evil. The wonderful
things we have done (?) will not help us
when we stand before God if we are a
tongue-wagger.—E. R. Holley in Christian
Standard.

Encourage Your Minister
' i"1 H E R E is just about as much human
-"• nature in ministers as in any other
class of men, and they would be good for
nothing if they were any less. T h e y are
sensible to heat and cold, physically and
spiritually, as other folks. They understand the meaning of a smile or frown quite
as well as persons of other vocations do.
Hence the advice we volunteer to-day.
Perhaps no other man has so many conflictory elements,, such contradictory impulses, to deal with, as ministers. They
must hear the interior histories of domestic troubles, and of individual wrong-doing,
and must go and come at the call of ecclesiastical council, or of unknown hearer,
at any time, on any business, under any
circumstances. N o t an hour is absolutely
their own for self or family. They must
adjust their pastoral visits, their private
words, and their public recognitions just
exactly by form and figure so that there
shall be no possible chances for critics and
eavesdroppers to accuse them of partiality;
and they must know every particular virtue of every particular member of the
church, so that, in the event of a funeral, it
may be rehearsed and commented upon
without the discount of any conceivable
mistake. They, the ministers, must be subjects of perpetual parlor twaddle, and the
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 77.
CHRISTIAN YOUTH IN A SINFUL
WORLD
Topic for June 18, 1933
Sug. Scripture Reading, Psa. 119:1-16
I.

No. 78.
PERSONAL SOUL WINNING
Topic for June 25, 1933
Scripture Reading—Ezekiel 3:17-21
I.

Whose Business Is It?
1. Our Responsibility. II Cor. 5:20.
2. Work of the Church. Rev. 22:17.
II. Compared With Other Enterprises.
1. It is a mark of wisdom. Prov. 11:30.
2. Worthv of our greatest effort. I Cor.
9:16-25.
3. Brings reward of eternal joy. Daniel 12:3.
HI. Purpose of Personal Soul Winning.
1. Salvation from sin. James 5:20.
2. Name three accomplishments mentioned in this text.
3. Find other Scriptures which reveal the
purpose.
IV. Personal Soul Winning Rescues Individuals.
1. From faults. Gal. 0:1.
2. From the snare of the devil. II Tim.
2:24-26.
3. From eternal fire. Jude 7 and 24-26.
V. Examples of Soul Winning.
1. By a child, II Kings 5:2-3, with connected story.
2. By a disciple. John 1:41 and 45.
3. By an evangelist. Acts 8:29-38.
4. By an apostle. Acts 16:25-33.
5. By Christ. John 4:7 with connected
story.
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be. Don't worry yourself lest the minister should not hear all the buzzing insectarianisms which may be noised about; don't
look solemn and say with a sigh, "Things
aren't like they formerly were;" "Something's" wrong in our church;" "Our prayermeeting isn't as interesting as our neighbor's;" and all such negative consolations.
These expressions are very common, but
very dangerous and unkind. Such criticisms wound the preacher's heart like
lance-thrusts, and become the secrets of
failure, especially when persisted in by
prominent members of the church, who
themselves are prone to forget their responsibilities, and are thinning the meeting by
thickening the murmurs.
Make yourself the confiding friend of
your pastor by acting the brother toward
him. Visit him, whether he visits you or
not, and you will never have reason to
complain of his social qualifications. Cheer
him out of his despondency, if you should
ever find him in such an unhappy condition.
Turn toward him the bright side of the picture, and the sunlight of your converted
soul, blended with his own, will change
everything into brilliancy. W h e n any
trouble arises in the sphere of his duty, and
you know of it, pray for him, and take his
hand, and looking him in the face, offer to
bear a part of his burden, and thus lighten
the weary heart and bless your own. Rather
than complain, let your language be in
dark days: "Come, my brother, these clouds
will soon be gone. Never mind. All the
brighter after they rise away. I'll stand
by you, pray for you, speak good words
for you, and do my part in setting things to
rights." W h a t strength, what love, what
glory in language like this, in hours of temptation and trial! Let any pious minister,
however ordinary his talent, only be surrounded by a circle of friends who talk so
and do so, and he will be almost omnipotent in upbuilding the Redeemer's Kingdom. He will become a marvel of success
in soul-winning, in the pulpit, in the sickroom, among the young and old, rich and
poor, all the time and everywhere. Then,
the work of the Lord will prosper in his
hands, when you give him your confidence,
your influence and your prayers.

The Need of Young People Being Warned of the Sinfulness of This Age.
Psa. 2:9 and 10.
1. Sin is deceitful. Rom. 7:11.
2. Sin is alluring. II Pet. 2:18.
3. Sin is fatal. James 1:15.
II. How Shall They be Preserved?
1. By yielding to Christ. John 3:3.
2. By abstaining from fleshly lusts. II
Tim. 2:22.
3. By entire consecration. Rom. 12:1 .
III. Examples of Young People in the Bible
Who Stood True. Moses, Samuel, Daniel, etc.
Note: See how many can be found and
show their particular Battle.
IV. A Christian's Relationship to t h i y
World in Youth.
1. They are to be separated from it. II
Cor. 6:17.
2. They are to be as lights. Phil. 2:15.
3. They are to perfect holiness. II Cor.
7:1.
V. How Shall They Meet Their Particular
Problems?
1. Give themselves to prayer.
2. Give themselves to reading the Word.
3. Profit by good advice.
4. Profit by other failures.
VI. Give Some Practical Suggestions.
1. Read good books.
2. Select your associates.
3. Guard your social life.
4. Treat life's great choices sacredly.
Suggestions for the third division of the
main topic. A children's part could be developed or a talk that would be adapted to
both adult and child.

Have the children find and relate other
examples given in the Bible.
To what one individual more than any
other do you owe thanks for helping you to
become a Christian?
Call for volunteers to relate incidents of
recent fruitful personal work.
How many different methods of approach
are used in the examples cited under Section 5?
Why are varying methods necessary ?
Can individuals be won for Christ any
other way but except personally ?

subjects of their sermons the last imaginable themes to practice upon all life. Their
wives must do exactly so, and so, and go
here and yonder precisely as some sister
points. Their children must move and talk
gracefully as young angels, with garments
neat and bright as theirs. Their relatives
must all be sound in the faith, fashionable
in their apparel, and sparing in their calls.
Such is the program which prevailing custom prints from the plate of stereotyped orthodoxy.

professionalism has begloomed him in
Then meet him as a natural man, made of
the same stuff that is worked into ordinary
sinners. Do not put on your holy face and
drawl out some monotonous grievance or
distress, merely because you are talking to
the minister. Don't be afraid that he'll
strike out your name from the church register, or that it will be blotted out of the
Saint's Book of Life, if you chance to introduce some other topic of conversation
than the languishing state of the church.

If you have hitherto been holding your
pastor off at arm's length, or have shoved
him off from sight or hearing altogether, resolve to try the better way of love and
goodwill, and whoever in the future may
continue or be sent to labor with you in
the gospel, sustain him from this hour, and
you will stand robed and crowned by his
side when troublesome times are ended.
Encourage your minister!—Independent.

N o w a minister who engages in his profession under this system of restraints and
exactions, more than any other man, needs
your encouragement if you are his friend.
He needs the warm sunshine of your smiles
to beam through the clouds that sentimental

If you meet your pastor ( it is not at all
necessary; that you should inform him that
somebody did not like his last sermon, or
that somebody else said that he heard
somebody tell somebody else that the congregations were not so large as they used to

Never, never did Christ send a heavyladen one to work; never, never did He
send a hungry one, a weary one, a sick or
sorrowing one, away on any service. No!
for such the Bible only says, 'Come, Come,
Come.'—J. Hudson Taylor.

To Save Sinners
"Christ Jesus came into the world to
save sinners". There was a Scotchman
who had formerly been a notable character, a prize fighter and gambler. Changed
by the grace of God, he became a mighty
soulwinner, and on one occasion his message was being greatly blessed. Just before he arose to speak at one service, somflyl
one sent an envelope up to the platformS
On opening it' he found it contained a long
list of sins and crimes that he had committed in that very city. At first he felt
that he must run away, but stepping boldly to the front of the platform, he said,
"Friends, I am accused of crimes and sins
committed in this very city. I will read
them to you." One after another he read
these charges> and at the conclusion of each
he said, "I am guilty." W h e n he had finished the whole list he paused for a moment and then said, "You ask me how I
dare come t® you and speak of righteousness and truth, with a list of crimes like
that against my name? I will tell you.
'This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all
acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners; of whom I am
chief."—Moody Church News.

and umbrella, in passing, stopped to buy a
paper, and, noticing the boy's plight, said,
"This kind of weather is pretty hard on
you, my lad."
Looking up with a cheery smile, he replied, "I don't mind this much, Mister. The
-un will shine again."
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The One Important Thing
By Howard M. Green
"Go ye therefore, and make disciples." A
pastor friend of mine, in talking to a group
of ministers on "Evangelism," related a
story of a man who was sent by the governor to bring a pardon to a man in prison.
He visited the prisoner and began commenting on his prison life, speaking of the
meals, the daily routine, his family at home,
of messages sent by his friends, and the
fruit and flowers he himself had brought.
In fact, he talked about everything except
the one thing he went for, and finally, he
left the prison without delivering the pardon, which would have meant freedom.
He remembered it later, of course, but
so often, when talking with sinners, we,
who have a pardon for them from God,
never mention it, and, sad to say, we fail
to remember it even after leaving them, and
they go out to a Christless eternity.—Western Recorder.

W h a t a philosopher the boy was! How
much better it would be if we all could
learn to look at things from this standpoint! W h e n the tasks come and the path
of life is difficult, cheer up. Keep a bright
face and a brave heart. "The sun will
shine again."—Stories for Talks to Boys.
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any occasion. They are ideal for
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Every picture is in full colors and
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The Sun Will Shine Again
A newsboy
thinly clad and drenched
to the skin by the soaking rain, stood shivering in a doorway on a cold day in N o yember. First one bare foot and then the
other was placed against his leg to get c
little warmth. Every few minutes his
shrill cry could be heard as he shouted,
"Morning papers! Morning papers!"
A gentleman, well protected by oilskin

.
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